State of Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement
Honolulu, Hawaii

December 11, 2015

Board of Land and
Natural Resources
Honolulu, Hawaii

RE: Request Board Approval to Enter into (GIA) Grant-In-Aid Contract for furnishing of one 30’ patrol vessel for the State of Hawaii between the Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement (DOCARE), and Navatek Boat Builders.

Request board approval to enter into (GIA) contract for furnishing of one 30’ patrol vessel for the State of Hawaii between the Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement (DOCARE), and Navatek boat builders. The patrol vessel identified for this purchase will be used in support of a critically needed enforcement vessel, capable to quickly and safely navigate Hawaii’s rough ocean seas. The patrol vessel will provide the necessary public safety, respond to distress calls, and mitigate unlawful activity in support of DOCARE’S mission to accomplish daily enforcement duties. This contract is for one year period with a cost of $501,098.00 which Governor David Y. Ige has released at this time. Board approval is required as this is a formal contract for goods and services.

RECOMMENDATION:

DOCARE recommends approval of the contract and asks that the Chairperson be authorized to sign the contract for the furnishing of one 30’ patrol vessel, provided that the Attorney General’s Office first approve the content of the agreement or make substantive changes to the contract in order to meet all State requirements.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]
JASON REDULLA
Acting Enforcement Chief

APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:

[Signature]
SUZANNE D. CASE, Chairperson
Board of Land & Natural Resources

ITEM B-1